World Masters Games 2017
By Clive Wilkinson
In early 2016 we decided we would visit New Zealand at Easter 2017 to see our
relatives down under. Sally innocently wondered if there would be any local
orienteering in New Zealand while we were there. Compass Sport had just landed
on the door map and had a good preview of large events round the world for the rest
of 2016. It concluded with the comment, ‘Don’t forget the World Masters in Auckland
in April 2017’. After a couple of seconds thought we decided to enter. It would have
been rude not to.
The World Masters Orienteering Championships is an annual event, but every four
years they are included in the World Masters Games. This is run by a sister
organisation to the Olympics. In 2017, it consisted of a ten day games with twenty
eight sports. Most are recognised Olympic sports, but there was dragon boat racing,
lifesaving, touch rugby and others. Anyone can enter, there are no selection races.
You represent your sport not your country. The orienteering events would consist of
five competitive races and two model events so virtually a whole week of
orienteering. This meant that we saw very little of other events in the city which was
a shame.
We did, however, attend the opening ceremony in Eden Park. We were directed to
sit with our sport rather than in countries and settle down to watch the ceremony.
There was an excellent mix of Maori and settler parts to the ceremony which
included a haka, laser show and fireworks. It finished with a parade by all the
athletes. We had been given wristbands when we sat down and these changed
colour during the ceremony and helped give a spectacular backdrop to the events
on the pitch below. These wristbands now told us when it was our turn to parade by
turning red. We had to get down to pitch level and then walk round and out of the
arena. I had seen these sorts of things on TV but never thought I would take part in
one. Also this cleverly meant that the 25,000 athletes did not all leave the ceremony
at the same time so there were few queues for the buses and trains to get back into
Auckland!
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World Masters Games Opening Ceremony
The orienteering events consisted of the sprint and long disciplines. The sprint was
held over three days with a model event followed by qualifying and finals. These
were held at various venues within the Auckland area. As part of the package for the
games we had been given 14 day passes to the public transport system which
worked in a similar way to Oyster cards in London. The buses and trains worked
well and it was entertaining talking to competitors in different sports heading for their
events as well as our own.
The sprint model was at a university campus in North Auckland. This was a different
sort of campus to a British one as the buildings were quite small and separate and
often had verandas around them. It had a very colonial feel. We had never been to a
model event before and didn’t know what to expect. As part of our entry pack we
had been given a map with the controls on them and a suggested course. We
decided to do some controls as a warm up together before running the course. This
way we walked around the area getting used to the map style and then tried the
course at training pace. It was all quite relaxed with huddles of orienteers discussing
route choice, map styles, etc. around each control.
The next day was sprint qualifying at another part of the university south of the
centre. This had a six minute call up and was also a silent start. All very serious after
the day before. We had been given links to old maps of the site when we entered.
These were very old but did allow us to test each other on route choice legs the
previous evening. This had highlighted the complicated area at the centre of the
campus. Part of the course map for M55 is shown below. The planner had added
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further purple areas to make it even harder. The purple to the south of Control 3 was
demarcated by tapes and an eagle eyed official.
The important legs to get right were legs 2-3 and 15-16. Both have many route
variants and there can’t have been many entrants who had clean races that day. In
sprint it is very easy to ignore the contours but they can make a big difference. On
leg 15-16 to go east meant a large climb back up to the correct level. Something I
found to my cost. Although in my hurry I thought I had seen a way through on the
map near control 12 that avoided the climb. A Russian competitor has put a
headcam of the course up on YouTube and I passed him in the opposite direction at
one point just where I am climbing back up to control 16. He had chosen that route
for control 2-3. He has also added commentary in English and includes where he
had a brain meltdown on control 11. I was in the top half of my qualifier and made
the A final whilst Sally just missed out and ran in the B final.

Interestingly after the event there were complaints that it was too technical. It was
hard and probably tougher than Leeds, which was the most technical sprint I had
run in before. Watching Swedish sprints on the internet they seem to be set up for
the fastest physical competitor rather than the best technical and fastest. I think in
Britain we set more technical challenges.
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Clive collecting the final control in the Sprint Qualifier (the bird is a moa, now extinct
in New Zealand)
Next day was the Sprint Final on the Central Auckland campus and Albert Park. The
park was a hundred yards from our apartment and was embargoed from 6 am on
the morning of the event. We had to take a long detour to get to the assembly area.
We had walked around the campus the previous day as it was only embargoed if
you had a map or undertook route choice testing. We had seen many groups of
older people looking at how the campus levels fitted together and where any
potential traps could be located. I had never had that luxury before and it definitely
helped during the race. The final details had described the assembly and finish area
as well as stating that two roads would be closed whilst one would not. We identified
where the finish would be as well as which roads must be the ones closed and a
subway which went under the open road.
The race started on a footbridge across to the park and the six minute boxes took up
the whole approach ramp with the maps in special wooden pockets tied to the
bridge parapet at the start. Again it was a silent start and I would like to thank the
official who silently corrected me on the map I should have been taking as I forgot I
had moved up an age class in January!
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The first third of the course was in the park and from the splits was very quick. I lost
a lot of time to other competitors in this area. It then moved into the campus. It was
still quite straight forward, but good map reading became more beneficial. My best
leg on the splits was 14-15 which includes the subway I talked about earlier. The
maps we ran with showed the north south road here as out of bounds so the subway
was the only option. Not a hard leg but this caused a lot of problems on the day. The
subway was carpeted so I think that must have put a lot of competitors off going
through it.

Sally running in the Sprint Final
Leg 15-16 was also important as 16 was a spectator control next to the finish area.
We had watched the initial competitors come through this area and there were at
least four different spectator controls and we were determined to run well through
this area. It was important not to relax after that but keep driving for the finish whilst
not getting carried away. We were running in reverse order to our position the
previous day, so when we came in knew that we may have a high position at that
point but would drop down as the faster competitors finished. I was seventh when I
finished and was amazed to finish 25th and the second Brit when all competitors had
run.
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Sally had a good run in the final up to point 13 (sixteen minutes), but then let herself
feel that the hard points were over (they were, but you still needed to pay attention).
Unfortunately, the last three points which should have taken 45 seconds altogether
to the finish took Sally over 3 minutes as she made unforced errors (her words). As
she said, it was not the time to have a brain meltdown!

The morning after we awoke to the sounds of the New Zealand national anthem on
the breeze. It was ANZAC day and many of the services are conducted at dawn. We
were staying close to the main Auckland service on the Auckland Domain. It was the
long model event that day. This was the first of four days in Woodhill Forest a 40km
long forest to the north west of Auckland. To get there took at least two hours. One
hour on a train and then another hour by chartered buses. Following the model were
two qualifiers and a final. There was a rest day between the qualifiers and the final.
We had been given the long model map in our welcome pack. The map had twenty
controls and no order had been defined. We decided to jog round together
alternating who was navigating on each leg. That allowed advanced planning as well
as debrief to take place at each control.
The idea of discussing the next leg at each control was very popular as there were
gaggles of orienteers (what is the collective noun for orienteers?) at each control
point. There is a headcam video on YouTube and you can see this phenomenon.
You can also see what a lovely forest covered most of the area. It was mature pine
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forest with undulating sand dunes. Wonderful to run and navigate through. Not many
paths for relocation so keeping touch with the map was essential. There was
different terrain near the coast as this was a mixture of open dunes with waist high
vegetation (often Pampas Grass- sharp stuff!) and dense trees. One control was
deliberately placed at the top of the sand cliffs above the beach. A number of
orienteers had slid down onto the beach and were having a swim in the Tasman
Sea.
The next day was Long Qualification race 1 on an area of woodland adjacent to the
model area. The map below shows the complex detail of the sand dunes, which was
similar to the model area. There was a surprising amount of path running on my
course. Leg 1-2 being a case in point, but the last 500m was extremely complex and
the rough open was very rough with low visibility. It soon became clear that staying
within the white even if it meant going off line was the quickest and safest route. Leg
5-6 was three times the length shown and it was very hard to work out the risk
reward of straight against paths due to the unhelpful angle of the paths. We both
had reasonable runs and hoped our experience in this forest would improve our
chances next day.

Long Qualification race 2 used the same assembly area and finish as the previous
day. The area would be north of the one run on in Race 1. What I haven’t mentioned
so far is the fact that other than old maps on links from the event pages on the
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internet we hadn’t seen any maps of the areas. The map for this area dated from pre
OCAD so was not as detailed as the maps we run with these days. There are no
blank maps in the start lanes so the first time you see the map is on the final beep of
the clock. This map was a shock as after a taped 300m dash into the woods it was a
nightmare of brown lines.
I was pleased with the beginning of my race and had been able to use the main
paths to help guide me as far as control 5. The small paths were not as obvious and
I did manage to make out the path toward control 6. It was then it all went wrong, I
confidently headed uphill and read the contours as I thought they were on the
ground. Came over the knoll to my control… No control. Tried to work out what was
going on and realised soon enough that I had to get out of the area and relocate.
Only problem was which way to go to something I could relocate from. Decided in
the end to head back to the large east /west path south of control 5. On the way
though came across a large flat area that I recognised from running to control 5. I
could then walk back in to find my control which was much lower than I had
originally visualised it. Lost twenty minutes on the one control. A very long while
since I had done that. (Sally’s comment – welcome to my world!)

I was very conservative on route choices after that but was far from clean. With two
controls to go I became slightly complacent as we were now in a similar area to the
day before. In my mind it was just leave control, run with high dune on my right until
path. Turn right, pass one junction on right and then into the forest on left to control.
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I did that but hadn’t realised that I had followed the line of the dunes too far right and
had in fact turned ninety degrees onto another path. This meant that I had run off
the map! Luckily I recognised it from the day before took a compass bearing and
realised what I had done. Turned the right way and finished under a cloud. Learning
point – always check path direction when exiting from forest. Coach train thyself!
We now had a rest day. Unlike multi-days we had been to there was no ultra-event
programmed in for the ‘rest’ day. Therefore, we had an excellent day of sightseeing
and meeting fellow competitors.
The long final was the next day in another section of Woodhill Forest twenty miles
further north. We were both in the B finals so were hoping for a good finish to the
week. We had been informed that the area was like the previous forest, but had
areas of natural bush as well. It had also rained hard overnight which continued for
most of the event.
The course was 8km – longer than the qualifying which had both been about 6km.
After the shock of the map in qualifying, this map was more sedate and although full
of contours could be read easier. The areas of bush were the main problem as here
the visibility was low. My error was made in that area where it was hard to see far
enough to understand the contours on the map. It is amazing how much doubt
creeps in when you run into an area with lots of people standing still looking at their
map in all directions. This time I relocated fairly quickly and found the control straight
away.
The finish funnel was a long one with a descent at the beginning and a sharp curve.
Loved it so went for a big finish. No point leaving anything out there!
I finished 21st and Sally 26th in the B Finals. We were very pleased with the week of
orienteering. The areas had been an excellent challenge and were a joy to run in.
The events themselves had been run exceptionally well and the whole atmosphere
of being part of a much bigger event had really made it a special occasion. A lot of
orienteers we talked to would rather it had been a separate event and therefore
cheaper. However we really enjoyed the camaraderie across all the sports and we
enjoyed going down to the entertainment and cultural activities in the evenings and
talking with people from all nations and sports.
Entry was expensive, but it came with free transport and access to all the main
attractions in Auckland (which as we visited them we worked out would have cost
£100 for the two of us) as well as some nice rucksacks and T-shirts. The next World
Masters Games will be in Japan in 2021 and will have orienteering, but the World
Masters Orienteering Championships will not be part of the Games. I think that is a
shame and will lessen the exposure of the sport and the numbers who enter. Will we
go? Possibly. Next year the World Masters Orienteering Championships are in
Copenhagen. Hmmm, now there’s a thought…
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